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ABSTRATCT : The objective of this exploration is to examine the connection between Customer's decision 

of conventional Kirana shops versus current sorted out retailer in Mall and Super store condition. The target of 

this examination is to break down shopper shopping conduct in various retail arrange. Customer shopping 

conduct incorporates mentalities towards present day retail locations and customary stores, aim and shopping 
propensities. 

 

Information was gathered by going by various retail arranges like hyper markets, rebate stores, retail chains 

and little Kirana stores. The analysts were expected to know the supposition of purchasers subsequent to 

opening of current retail in their region. In this way it had been utilized Structured Questionnaire by utilizing 

Likert Test scale and Convenient inspecting techniques were utilized. 

 

In the wake of gathering the information, researcher used basic tools for analysis and statistical tools for 

hypothesis testing. These are "Kruskal Wallis Test" and "Spearman Rank Co-relations". 

 

The outcome demonstrate, the monetary development, evolving ways of life, urbanization, ladies' interest in 

financial exercises and the spread of IT are the portion of the key elements for the development of the retail 
area in India. With Liberalization, Privatization, Globalization and modernization, a cutting edge focused 

business depends on understanding the insights of the shopper. 

 

KEYWORDS: Impulsive buying (Unplanned purchase), Suburban (outside city limits), Haat (weekly local 

market), Mela (A religious cum social gathering with temporary shops, eatery and fun), Kirana shops (Mom & 

Pop, neighborhood shops). 

 

 

I. DESCRIPTION OF RESEARCH PAPER (MAIN BODY) 
 

Understanding the Indian Retail Market [1] 

Indian economy has changed from a broad controlled economy to a liberal market driven economy. 
High-wage open doors, changing demeanor towards sparing, global introduction and necessities of way of life 

are the key drivers for quick developing Indian buyer behaviour. 

 

Indian retail industry is seeing a change in outlook as the part is getting sorted out and purchasers are looking 

for a one-quit shopping place with comfort and diversion. Professionally oversaw and independently claimed 

retail associations are the substance of the present retail division. India is venturing into another time of 'Retail 

Chains' from the customary neighborhood 'Kirana Store'. 

 

Financial development, evolving ways of life, urbanization, women‟s participation support in monetary 

exercises and the spread of IT are the portion of the key variables for the development of the retail division. 

With Liberalization, Privatization, Globalization and modernization, a current aggressive business depends on 
understanding the brain of the buyer and giving the ruler items and administrations that he needs. The consumer 

now had numerous options from chaotic retail to present day shopping background. This is said that "the 

customer is the king", however he is not lord, he is God, and since lord can kick the bucket yet client never bite 

the dust in a business. This is essential to know why client wants to purchase. How does a client get it? At the 
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point when does a client get it? On the off chance that retailer can coordinate the client desires then he can 

enhance his business. 

 

Journey of Organized Retail [1] 

 

To start with there were just Kirana stores (called Mom and Pop Stores), the Friendly Neighborhood stores 

offering each day needs. In the 1980s maker's retail chains like DCM, Gwalior Suiting, Bombay Dying, Calico, 
Titan and so forth began showing up in metro urban communities and residential areas. Multi mark retailers 

came into the photo in the 1990s. 

 

In the sustenance and Fast Moving Consumer Goods (FMCG) divisions retailers like Food world, Subhiksha, 

Nilgiris are a portion of the cases. In music section Planet M, Music world and in books Crossword and 

Fountainhead are some others. Strip malls started to be set up from 1995 onwards. A one of a kind case was the 

foundation of edge free markets in Kerala state. 

 

Earlier years saw the development of stores and hyper markets. Presently enormous players like Future Group 

(Kishor Biyani), Reliance Industries, Bharti WalMart, Tatas Super stores, Hindustan Unilever, Indian Tobacco 

Company are going into the sorted out retail portion. The huge worldwide retail fat cats are holding up in the 
wings as the present FDI rules don't enable them to claim retail outlets in the nation. Walmart is trying things 

out by consenting to give back end and calculated help to Bharti for foundation of retail anchors with a view to 

ponder the market for future section when the FDI rules change and to set up a backbone store network. 

 

Following table indicates various stages in the evolution of organized retailing in India. 

 

Journey of Organized Retail in India [1] 

Stage Year Functions 

   

First 2000 Entry, Growth, Expansion, Top Line focus 

   

Second 2005 Range, Portfolio, Former, Option 

   

Third 2008 End to end supply chain management, Backend operation, 

  Technology, Process 

   

Fourth 2011 M&A Shakeout, Consolidation, High Investment 

   

 

 

Theoretical Framework for the Study 

 

The drivers for the developing retail blast are numerous. The expanding obtaining energy of the Great Indian 

Middle Class is the significant explanation behind retail surge that is being seen. Filling this reality is the 

changing demography of the Indian people. The level of youngsters in the nation is expanding. It predicts well 

for the retail business as it is the youngsters who purchase more than the old. Again the level of ladies buyer in 

the populace is demonstrating an expansion. This again is uplifting news for the retail showcase as general 

observations that ladies are more eager customers contrasted with men society. The spread of the visual media 
is contributing its strength in spreading perceivability of different buyer products to people in general which 

uplift their desires to expend increasingly and to shop in more amicable and rich condition. The expanding 

number of double income family who has more extra cash is another contributing element for this Phenomenon. 
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The way shopping has changed is shown as follows: 

 

Exhibit 1: The Proposed Theoretical Framework assumed [2] 

 
 

 

 

Conventional Way of Buying or Method of 
Shopping 
 

• A wide range of products available.  
• Polite Behaviour of Kirana Stores.  
• Facility to pay later and buy first.  
• Nearness to locality.  
• Purchasing in loose form allowed.  

More emphasis on cash. 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
Modern Way of Buying or Method of 
Shopping 
 
• Shopping is truned into fun experience.  
• Acceptane of plastic money / card. No cash 

required.  
• Muti-Brand shopping.  
• Stock of fresh and high quality goods.  
• Purchase and get offers and discounts.  
Use of technology to pull the customers at various places  

such as web sites, mobile devices and so on. 
 

 

 

 
 

Current retailing gives a perfect shopping knowledge through customer inclination investigation, incredible 

mood and decision of stock. Evolving ways of life, solid wage development and good socioeconomics are the 

drivers for the quick development of this area. Rising pay level, instruction, acknowledgment of shrewd and 

charge cards and worldwide introduction affect the Indian shopper's shopping behavior and preferences. [3] 

 

Effects of the variables like accessibility of most loved brands, economic wellbeing, purchasing conduct amid 

rebates, impact of family and companions over the composed retail and disorderly retail. The fundamental goal 

of this examination is to know the shopper discernment towards composed retail and unorganized retail while 

shopping. 

 

It was also observed that economic progression in India has changed customer's taste and determination process 
while choosing the buy of a specific item or administration. While acquiring a specific item, a purchaser tries to 

coordinate all the conceivable choices that he is searching for in the item yet finds that he is not completely 

happy with the item or administration. The verifiable buyer mentality turns out is more approaching, especially 

on account of FMCG items where the value variety is less for various brands. So there exists a hole between the 

normal need of the customer and the item secured by him. This hole can be limited if a line can be drawn about 

the variables influencing the purchasers towards decision of FMCG items. [4] 

 

In Indian market, the real drivers for grocery and FMCG stores appear to be closeness to place of habitation and 

the solace level that the respondent has in managing the store proprietor measured as far as individual 

association with the retailer. There are the sorted out retailers who are influencing an attack into the staple to 

showcase at a quick rate and representing a risk to the business of kirana shop proprietors; and on the other, 
there is the very value touchy purchaser compelling business sector players to work on thin edges. 

 

An essential factor that affects shopping for food conduct is spontaneous purchasing, it was seen that the 

significant push factors for picking a supermarket in India appear to be closeness to place of living arrangement 

and the solace level that the respondents has in managing the store proprietor (measured as far as individual 

association with the businessperson. [5] 

 

Empirical Research Results [6] 

 

According to the empirical data from an earlier study it was observed that customer performance or behaviours 

are changing over the time. This study was done in Pune city and was undertaken to know the changing buying 

behavior of consumers. The data related to study is collected through structured questionnaires from customers 
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who were visiting organized retail as well as unorganized retail (Mom and Pop stores). The study includes three 

months period. The data is collected from approx 500 respondents and for analyzing the data percentage 

methods, chi square tests and other statistical tools related to data are used. 

 

The Study hypotheses are: 

 

H1: Consumer want to purchase from organized out retailing due to multi items shopping background under 
single rooftop offered to clients, advancement techniques of organizations, low cost and development of towns 

or urban regions. 

 

 

Kruskal-Wallis Test was applied to know whether median score is uniformly distributed over all the factors. 

That is to generalist result obtained from median score. 

 

Kruskal-Wallis Test 

 

Chi square = 341.946, df=9, p value =0.001 

 
It is observed that p value of Kruskal-Wallis Test is 0.01 (highly significant). This test is significant at 5% level 

of significant and 9 degrees of freedom. 

 

Hypothesis is tested and validated. 

 

H2: Customers like to purchase from unplanned retail in view of facility to purchase in smaller amount and 

customized administrations offered by the retailers. 

 

 

The Researcher had asked respondent their number of visits to the kirana stores now that is after opening of 

organized retail stores. The frequency of visit ranged from once a day to once a month. It was thought that more 

a number of visits higher would be the rank given to the factors ease of buying and personalized services 
however it was noticed that Spearman‟s rank correlation coefficient for these factors was found to be negatively 

correlated indicating that although the customers visits the retail stores very often he ranked the factors very 

low. 

 

Spearman‟s Rank Correlation Coefficient 

 

 

Observation: 

 

 

Spearman‟s RHO = - 0.191 & -0.117. 
 

 

Hypothesis is tested and validated. 

 

 

Inferences / Suggestions [7] 

 

 As the time changes, the way of shopping and way of looking towards shopping has changed. This is in 

the context of both the shoppers and the customers.





 With the changes in technology, many players have been evolved in the retail market with various 

traditional and new advertising campaigns. In view of various choices available to the customers, the 

selection of an appropriate retail outlet has become very critical for the customers.



 With making the purchase of any product or availing any services, the customer looks for fulfillment of 
their unspecified wants (delight factor). Thus it prefers to visit planned and well managed outlet which 

will certainly have impact on revenues of unplanned outlet with scatter looks.
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 Although simplicity of purchasing and one to one attention cum service tends to be major features of 

conventional kirana stores. Customers are of the opinion that these features may not be able to satisfy 

them in due course of time as their expectations from the outlets have changed.



 Customers are giving preference to planned and well managed retail outlets as compared to the retail 

outlets which are not well planned and have dispersed product display.



 This change in preference is due to several reasons such with the increase in disposable income and 

economical conditions, availability of payment options (Debit card and Credit Card), hygienic 

conditions, assortment and enjoyment during purchasing at planned and well managed outlets.



 Unplanned outlets provide services from 6 am to 11 pm, while planned retail outlets are open from 10 am 
to 9 pm. This is one of the strength of Indian unorganised retailer.



 In view of competition, the unplanned retail outlets have also started storage of extra goods. They have 

increased their product mix in the form of Fresh Vegetable, mobile recharge vouchers, ice-cream and 

beverages, processed foods and so on. This has facilitated growth in their sales.



 To fight with planned outlets, these small outlets are also offering discounts on MRP (Max Retail Price).



 A similar research may be initiated in various parts of the region as well as other parts of the country. 



 This research paper is in the context of FMCG sectors comprising of the food and grocery segment of the 

shopping. There exists sufficient opportunity in other segments like clothes, electronic goods, consumer 

appliances and so on.



 A similar research may be possible based on study undertaken in the rural segments as well.
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